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Objectives
• To learn about potential sources
of stem cells for clinical use in
transplantation
• To become familiar with current
attempts in utilizing stem cells for
treatment in MS

Stem Cells (SC)
• Characterised by an ability to undergo
self renewal and to differentiate into
multiple different cell families
• Differentiated cells, seek out respective
organs as a “renewable source”
• Migrated cells can help repair tissue by:
– Differentiation into local repair cells
– Controlling inflammation
– Protecting the organ’s cells from damage
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Sources of Pluripotent SC

Sources of Pluripotent SC
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Therapeutic Plasticity of SC

SC Transplantation might promote neuroprotection by either cell replacement or bystander
activity, as a result of the constitutive release of molecules such as cytokines, chemokines
and integrins. SC bystander effects could explain why somatic SC, which have low neural
transdifferentiation capabilities, might efficiently promote CNS repair.
Martinho G et al, Nat Rev Neurol 2010;6, 247–255

SC-Based Therapy in
Experimental MS Models

OPC, oligodendrocyte progenitor cell; NSC, neural stem cell; ESC,
embryonic stem cell; BMSC, bone marrow mesenchymal stem cell;
NPC, neural precursor cell; SHH, sonic hedgehog protein; bHLH,
basic helix loop helix transcription factor;
Kim SU & de Vellis J, J Neurosci Res 87:2183–2200, 2009
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Neural SC
There are 4 main sources of neural
SC:
• Embryonic (ES) SC
• iPSC
• Adult neural stem/progenitor cells
• Mesenchymal SC (MSC)

Making SC from Sources
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Making SC from Sources

Making SC from Sources
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Embryonic SC

Embryonic SC
• Pluripotent, derived from the inner cell
mass of blastocyst-stage embryos
• Possess 2 unique characteristics:
– Indefinite self-renewal capacity
– Pluripotency—the ability to generate all
tissues of the body that are products of
the epiblast lineage

• Propagation in vitro via continuous
asymmetric cell division of ES cellderived CNS-specific SC accomplished
without accompanying differentiation
– However, protocol safety is still a big issue
to avoid in vivo teratocarcinoma formation
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Induced Pluripotential
SC (iPSC)

Induced Pluripotential
SC (iPSC)
• Somatic cells are essentially “reprogrammed” using 4
transcription factors: Oct-4, Sox2, Krüppel-like factor 4 and c-Myc
• iPSC are derived autologously
thus avoiding rejection due to
HLA mismatch
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NSC grown from iPSC
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Adult Neural Stem or
Progenitor Cells (NSC)
• Multipotent SC derived from embryonic,
fetal, neonatal and adult CNS tissue
• NSC propagated in serum-free cultures
fed with epidermal growth factor (EGF)
and fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF-2)
• Resulting cells can proliferate almost
indefinitely and spontaneously
differentiate into neurons, astrocytes or
oligodendrocytes after withdrawal of
growth factors

Bone Marrow Derived SC
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Mesenchymal SC (MSC)
• Heterogeneous subset of stromal
stem cells isolated from several
adult tissues (e.g adipocytes, bone
marrow)
• Retain the ability to differentiate into
cells of mesodermal lineage
• Currently defined as:
– plastic adherent
– Multipotent, fibroblast-like
– Express CD73, CD90 and CD105 but
not CD14, CD34 and CD45

Neural Stem Cells:
Hope vs. Reality
• Ability to generate differentiated cells
capable of in vivo survival offset by
little evidence they turn into host cells
capable of functional cell renewal
• Inflammation recruits cells to the CNS
where their immunomodulatory or
neuroprotective properties are
exploited
• Main benefit therefore may lie in their
homing and bystander properties
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NSC: Hope offset by caution
• Young 9 yr old boy suffering homozygoterelated Ataxia Telangiectasia treated with
repeated human foetal-derived NSC intra-CNS
transplantations
• 4 years later investigated for headaches
revealing tumours in the CNS
• SC tumour resected but brain lesion keeps
growing
• Detailed analysis of tumour indicates >1 human
source of stem cells (XX & XY detected)
• Tumour most closely resembles glioneuronal
tumour
Amariglio N et al. PLoS 2009, 6 e1000029

NSC: Hope offset by caution

Amariglio N et al. PLoS 2009, 6 e1000029
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NSC: Hope offset by caution
• A) main tumour situated
within the cauda equina
nerve roots (I, the main
tumor bulk; II, nerve root
entering the tumour; III,
normal nerve root).
• B) One lumbar level
above the main lesion,
several ‘‘satellite’’
lesions are seen
adherent to the caudal
nerve roots (I, II, III,
satellite tumors rostral to
the main tumor bulk).
Amariglio N et al. PLoS 2009
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The Bone Marrow (BM) Niche:
Source for Several Types of SC
Progeny of
Haematopoietic
Stem Cells
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Rationale for Considering
BM Transplantation for MS
• Complete removal of the (diseased)
immune system can halt ongoing MS
immune-mediated damage to the CNS
• Purified BM SC capable of fully
restoring a functional immune system
• Reconstituted immune system will not
likely result in re-development of the
CNS directed immune response
• Transplanted SC may also be capable
of inducing repair

FATE of
BM STEM
CELLS?
• Donor cells
from males
coexpressing
the ‘Y’
chromosome
(arrow) &
neuronal
markers
Mezey et al, Science 2000;290:1779-1782
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Fate of Transplanted HSC
Neurons (tubulin)

Neurons
(neurofilament)
Astrocytes (GFAP)

• 3 patients receiving
allogeneic BMT for
leukemia, dying 1
month - 6 years
later
• Staining for Y
(green) or X
chromosome (red)
• No cells showed
fusion profile

Microglia (CD45)

Cogle CR et al, Lancet 2004, 363:1432–37

“Conditioning” Removes
the “Old” Immune System
• Myeloablative
– Complete ablation of all elements of
the hematopoietic system
• Total Body Radiation (TBI)
• Chemotherapy: High dose busulphan ±
cyclophosphamide, mitoxantrone,
etoposide

• Lymphoablative
– Non-ablative or neutrophil sparing
• Chemotherapy: fludarabine/cladribine,
low dose cyclophosphamide, mAb (e.g.
alemtuzumab)
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BMT for MS
• Used mainly for the treatment of
aggressive MS
• Several phase II trials have shown
various degrees of success
– Immunoablative protocols have
produced less morbidity, but also less
than 100% disease control over 2 years
– Myeloablative protocols produce more
complete disease control, but
morbidity is higher

The Canadian MS BMT
Study
• To establish if complete
myeloablation followed by
autologous stem cell
transplantation (ASCT) will
induce a long-lasting MS
progression-free response in
patients with active and
progressive disease who have
a poor prognosis
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Inclusion Criteria
• Age 18-50
• Active MS with relapses or progression and
sustained accumulated impairment
• High risk of progression:
– Multiple relapses (> 5 in 1st 2-3 years)
– EDSS FSS ≥ 3 in pyramidal/cerebellar within first 5
years

• EDSS ≥ 3 and ≤ 6
• Evidence of current disease activity:
– ≥ 1 point EDSS deterioration in past 18 months
(EDSS ≤ 5.0) or ≥ 0.5 point EDSS deterioration
(EDSS ≥ 5.5)
– ≥ 2 significant relapses in last year or 3 significant
relapses in past 2 years

Inclusion Criteria (cont.)
• Evidence of progression or
continued relapses or worsening
MRI despite at least a full year of
treatment with:
– Interferon-
– Glatiramer acetate
– Mitoxantrone
– other immunosuppressive therapy
– (Natalizumab treatment was
excluded)
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Treatment Failure Defined as
Any 2 of 3 Criteria
• Significant & sustained (> 6 mths) EDSS
progression > 4 months post ASCT:
–  1 for if EDSS  3 and  6
–  0.5 if EDSS  5.5 and  6.0

•  2 relapses at any time > 4 months post
ASCT
– Relapses defined by:
–  2.0 in any EDSS FSS
–  1.0 point in total EDSS

• Gd+ enhancing lesions on any 2
consecutive MRI  6 months post ASCT

Baseline Characteristics
Patient

Age

MS Duration

EDSS

Relapses

(at time of
ASCT)

(months)

(Pre-ASCT)

(# in previous 2
years)

MS 01

30

72

6

3

MS 02

33

83

6

2

MS 03

26

97

6

3

MS 04

41

122

6

4

MS 05*

33

56

6

4

MS 06

27

72

4

2

MS 08

33

128

4

2

MS 10

37

42

5.5

2

*Control patient-12mg/m2
mitoxantrone every 3 mths x 8
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Baseline Characteristics
Patient

Age

MS Duration

EDSS

Relapses

(at time of
ASCT)

(months)

(Pre-ASCT)

(# in previous 2
years)

MS 11

26

60

6.5*

3

MS 13

31

54

6

2

MS 14

31

88

6

2

MS 15

41

64

3.5

2

MS 16

29

54

6.5*

4

MS 20

28

60

4

2

MS 22

29

42

6

4

MS 24

34

78

3

1

MS 25

23

30

4

5

*Progression during prolonged safety hold & review

Baseline Characteristics
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Results
Clinical

Results of CAD BMT Trial
• No “treatment failure” with 1700
patient-months of follow-up
• No recorded relapse in any patient
• Not a single new Gad-enhancing or T2
lesion observed to date in any patient
• 8 patients have met the definition of
sustained EDSS progression,
however 5 were stable and 10 patients
showed sustained improvement
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Relapses Completely
Disappear Post-BMT
From
Diagnosis
to BMT

From
2 years
Pre BMT
To BMT

From
BMT to
Last f/u

Patient-Month
follow-up

1779

576

1700

Relapses

167

47

0

1.17 +/- 0.43

0.98 +/- 0.58

0

Annualized
Relapse Rate
(mean +/- SD)

p < 0.0001

MS Related Events
Time from Diagnosis
Time from BMT
Progression post BMT
Relapse
Sustained EDSS 3.0
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Natural History of MS:
MSSS

Roxburgh et al. Neurology 200564;1144-1151

MSSS Changes Post-BMT

Improved Global MSSS score
in 17/20 patients

Worsening of Global MSSS
score in 3/3 controls
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Time to First Sustained
Improvement

Neurological Recovery
Post-BMT
• Improvements
varied with the
duration of MS
prior to the
treatment
• Those showing
the earliest
changes also
had the
shortest
disease course
Freedman MS, et al. AAN 2009 P02.145
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Results
MRI
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T2 Burden of Disease
T2 lesion volumes remained
stable in 7/16 (≤ 10% change),
but the majority (9/16) showed
overall reductions compared to
baseline (range 12-34%)

Freedman MS, et al. ECTRIMS 2011 P.903

Brain Atrophy Diminishes &
Normalizes Over Time Post BMT
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MTR Change Correlates with
Clinical Outcome (EDSS)

Increased
Stable

• 47% better
recovery in
lesions of
patients who
improved
(regressed)
• 19% poorer
recovery in
patients who
remained
stable

CSF Neurofilaments
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Nf-H in CSF

Nf-H: Time Course in CSF
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Correlation of Nf-H with
T1 Lesion Volume

Concerns & Limitations
• How to do you know whether the
system is still repairable?
– Are the wires still intact?
– Will they accept to be remyelinated?

• What is the expectation of the
transplanted cells?
– To start or assist in repair?
– As a source of new renewable CNS
cells?
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Concerns & Limitations
• Who should receive the
treatment?
– With high morbidity, these
procedures cannot be aimed at all
patients

• When?
– If early, ASCT may do different
things then when given late
– How late is too late?
– How early is too early?

Conclusions: BMT in MS
• Immunoablation with AHSCT is a
reasonable treatment modality for
MS patients with early aggressive
disease
• Patient selection is very important to
maximize response to therapy as
well as to minimize toxicity
• Conditioning regimens are improving
in terms of less morbidity/mortality
• Delayed recovery in some patients
suggests endogenous repair
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The BM Niche: Source for Several
Types of SC

Offspring of
Mesenchymal
Stromal Cells (also
called
“Mesenchymal
Stem Cells” or MSC

Rationale for Considering
MSC Transplantation (MSCT)
• MSC have several distinctive
properties that might make them
useful for the treatment of MS
– Transdifferentiation (can turn back into
anything)
• Some evidence for CNS cell differentiation but
less likely to be exploitable mechanism

– Anti-inflammatory/immunomodulatory
• Most consistent redeeming feature from preclinical studies in animal models of MS (e.g.
EAE)

– Neuroprotection/Repair
• Release of soluble factors to enhance survival
& stimulate precursor differentiation
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The Multipotentiality of
MSCs
• MSC can
differentiate
into all 3
primitive cell
layers:
– endoderm
– mesoderm
– ectoderm

Uccelli A, et al, Nat Rev Immunol 2008

Interaction of MSCs and cells of the
Innate & Adaptive Immunity

Uccelli et al, Nat Rev Immunol 2008
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Immunomodulatory
Properties of MSC

Bernard, C. J Autoimmunity 2008

Treatment with BM-hMSCs Enhances
Oligodendrogenesis and Reduces Astrogliosis
in MOG35-55 Induced EAE Animals
5%

10%

22%

57%

Bai et al, Glia 57:1192–1203 2009
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No Difference in Differentiating
Potential Between MS & Normals

Scolding et al, Mul Scler 16:909–918, 2010

Ex vivo Expansion & Harvest of
MSC for Research and Clinical Use

Passage 1
Passage 2

Passage 3

• Aspiration of bone
marrow
• Mononuclear cells are
separated by a density
gradient
• The cells are cultured on
flasks supplemented
with 10% FCS or PL
• When the cells are >70%
confluent, the cells are
detached by trypsin
• The cells are replated at
lower cell density
• The cells are harvested
and injected i.v.
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MSCT in SPMS
• Phase IIa “proof of concept” study in
SPMS EDSS 5.5-6.5 with visual
pathway lesions
• Mean one time dose of MSC 1.6 x
106/Kg IV
• MSC made with FBS, pre-frozen &
thawed & washed before
administration
• MSC given within 4 min of thawing
over 15 min followed by 500 mL
saline
Connick et al, Lancet Neurology 2012;11:150-6

MSCT in SPMS

Connick et al, Lancet Neurology 2012;11:150-6
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MSCT in SPMS

Connick et al, Lancet Neurology 2012;11:150-6

MSCT in SPMS

Connick et al, Lancet Neurology 2012;11:150-6
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Testing MSCT in MS

Freedman et al, Mult Scler J 2010

MSCT in MS
Outcome
Measure

Placebo
n=4

MSC
n=5

P value

12.3
(4.4 – 34.5)

3.1
(1.1 – 8.8)

0.064

Mean change in
# GEL (SD)

6.8
(6.2)

-2.6
(7.7)

0.06

Mean # new or
enlarging T2
lesions (SD)

41.2
(59.8)

12.6
(19.6)

0.41

Total # relapses
(range)

6
(0-3)

1
(0-1)

0.11

Mean EDSS
change (SD)

0.25
(0.5)

0.3
(-.5-1.0)

1

Cum # GEL
(95% CI)

Llufriu et al, JNNP 2014 (in press)
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MSCT in MS: Th1 vs. Th17
• Plots are
shown for
CD4+ & IFN
(Th1) or CD4+
& IL17 (Th17)
• MSC treatment
reduced Th1
from initial
90.2% to a final
0.761%
• Th17 reduced
from an initial
83.2% to a final
0.804%

Llufriu et al, JNNP 2014
(in press)

SC Trials in MS
• For aggressive, inflammatory MS
that cannot be controlled with
approved therapies, BMT is now an
option
• Growing numbers of larger
controlled studies using MSCT will
indicate whether MSC can do more
than reduce inflammatory related
events and actually help to
regenerate or repair damage
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Conclusions
• Ongoing research will determine
whether SC can truly affect the
neurodegenerative forms of
disease such as primary or
secondary progression
• The safety and efficacy of using
forms of SC other than MSC for
treatment has not yet been
established

Ottawa, CANADA
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